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1 Introduction 

This document summarizes purpose, new features of the Software Version: 95 for the Project Bordline 
M130/M260 Auxiliary Converter Redesign equipped with PPD 234 A102 Controller.  

2 Release Notification 

 
2.1 Improvement in SW V95 
 

Isolation of BUR with overcurrent with SAINI make OCU in case of any BUR isolated 

Problem: If any of the BUR is isolated and at that time the BUR which is supplying the Oil 
Cooling Units, is isolating with message BUR overcurrent. It is not affecting at all BUR 
healthy condition. This phenomenon has observed with SAINI make of Oil Cooling Unit. 
 
In the following graph we can see that the inrush current at the time of starting was 
suppressed within 4 sec. The On delay for overcurrent has been set at 5 sec. which means 
the system will skip the vigilance of Overcurrent for 5 sec from the time of charging to not 
take the inrush current in count. The suppressing time is well under the limit hence no 
tripping observed. 
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When any BUR is isolated, the BUR which was taking the OCU load was observed that the 
inrush current was not been suppressed within the on delay, i.e. 5 sec. Hence after 5 sec 
the system observed the current is more than 220A (RMS) and  hence tripped with 
message “AUX over current trip”. 

Solution:  
 

 
 
Observed that the ramping up of BUR output is quite fast led to not getting enough time to 
suppress the inrush current. Ramp up time of BUR output is increased. For the same the 
freq ramping up per sec is delayed. 
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Earlier: 
pa_posSlope_start:0.09 
pa_posSlope_end: 0.11 
 
Current: 
pa_posSlope_start:0.065 
pa_posSlope_end:0.065 
 
 

 
 
2.2 Major bug resolved in former SW V95 
No tripping in case of AUX unbalance 

Problem: 
As the output current imbalance is an alarm event hence no Transient recording is being 
saved in case of imbalance current. Which led to no background data in any such condition 
and hence troubleshooting is becoming tough. Also no isolation of BUR is occuring which 
led to main power isolation as no load shifting is occured. 

Solution: 
The fault is configured as Trip3 in case of 2 successive case of Unbalance current BUR 
output.  
Since Trip3 is causing a VCB Open, the reset of this fault is done only by Control supply 
off.  
 
 

 

 
 

3 Release Approval 
 

All the modifications of the new SW release are verified by testing the new functionalities comprehensively on 
the real time setup. 

4 Field Action 
 
With the RTS test results, it is recommended to upload the software into Locomotive and test the application 
in a run trial for improved converter reliability and to address the different issues reported by zonal railways. 


